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1. Executive Summary
With the development of information technology, our society has become more and more advanced and
prosperous. New threats emerge day by day and information security relatively becomes a vital management
issue for business. From 2017 to 2018, World Economic Forum has placed cyberattacks as one of the top three
global risks. The Forum indicates that the number of attacks against business is almost doubled within five
years. The targets of cyberattacks mainly focus on data centers of an enterprise. The fact is that insufficient
security control in enterprise’s data centers could not only cause tangible damage such as property loss but
also intangible loss such as brand image, customer trust, and core competitiveness of a company.
In order to conquer the difficulty of the security and manage the risk of information control, Quanta Cloud
Technology (QCT), a global data center provider, discreetly selects security functions and integrates systems to
provide solutions with overall protection in diverse scenarios, providing customers end-to-end protection from
day 0 to day 2.
In this document, QCT introduces the security structure of QCT HCI Solutions, illustrates the solution integration and validation, and demonstrates the methodology of security functions at the levels of host protection,
data protection, and traffic protection. With QCT HCI Solutions, customers can easily take actions to address
the challenges in the security control and strengthen overall protection of data centers.
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2. Introduction
2.1. Purpose
The purpose of this reference architecture (RA) is to introduce several security protection functions integrated
in the QCT HCI Solutions, including QxStack vSAN ReadyNode Series, QxStack powered by VMware Cloud
Foundation, and QxVDI Series. This RA is also to demonstrate the integration and validation works, and the
benefits that customers can gain from QCT HCI Solutions.

2.2. Scope
The reference architecture:




Introduces overall security structure and benefits in QCT HCI Solutions.
Demonstrates the architecture of QCT HCI Solutions and validation work.
Illustrates the detailed security functions applied at different levels or scenarios.

2.3. Audience
The intended audiences of this document are IT professional, technical architecture, and sales engineers who
would like to further understand the security functions of QCT HCI Solutions.
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3. Solution Overview
Businesses across all sectors will find themselves taking a great focus on information security as technologies
constantly develops. While technologies can bring plenty of benefits in terms of operational practices, it could
also put a business at risk. For instance, banks could bear a great capital loss in a cyberattack; social media
companies could destroy users’ confidence when personal data leakage occurs; the competitiveness of technology firms could be diminished once the confidential strategy or intellectual property is stolen by internal or
former employees. Unexpected data loss or tampering in a hospital could even impact patients’ health. With
these possible risks, enterprises nowadays are eager to look for a reliable security solution for their system and
data center.
QCT, as a global data center solution provider, foresees the importance of an overall protection in terms of
data centers. To address the complicated security threats, QCT discreetly chooses multiple security functions
and integrates them into QCT’s HCI Solutions. These functions are carefully validated in QCT’s HCI solution
product lines, including QxStack vSAN ReadyNode Series, QxStack powered by VMware Cloud Foundation, and
QxVDI Series to provide powerful and reliable protection for data centers.
The security management process in different scenarios, including host level, data level, and traffic level, is
taken into consideration, as shown in Figure 1.

Figure 1. Overall security protection of QCT HCI Solutions.

Host level
A data center may be attacked by some malwares when administrators boot a system, which can expose
the data center to great threats like confidential data leakage and even malicious control. In order to prevent unauthorized modifications of the boot kernel, the servers that QCT HCI Solutions adopt are all
equipped with Secure Boot in the server firmware.
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On top of that, the solutions also integrate Intel’s technology - Trusted Platform Module (TPM)1 to validate
the integrity of booting process, providing the second layer of confirmation. Both functions keep data centers away from malicious attack at the host level.
Data level
Data is regarded valuable assets for enterprises in all industries. Once there is a loophole in the security
design of a system, data can be exposed to loss, leakage, or even tampering all the time, which can result
in a great loss for enterprises.
QCT HCI Solutions choose and integrate the industry-leading virtualized software - VMware vSphere® and
VMware vSANTM to address the risks. With the integration work, valuable data can be well protected in diverse scenarios such as disk storing, application running, and data migration.
Traffic level
The traffic between Internet and data center is always one of the main targets for hackers. To strengthen
the protection at different levels, QCT integrates VMware NSX® in QCT HCI Solutions to create virtual firewalls and precisely design security policies on diverse objects such as identity, IP sets, logical switch, resource pool, clusters, and even context.
QCT HCI Solutions provide overall and reliable protection in different scenarios. With QCT’s integration and
validation works, customers can rest assured that valuable data can be overall protected. The system validations and security functions are respectively detailed in sections 4 and 5.

1

Trusted Platform Module (TPM) is an optional component in QCT HCI Solutions. For more information, please click
http://go.qct.io/contact/contact-qct-solutions/ for contact
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4. Solution Architecture and Validation
The solution utilizes QCT HCI server T42S-2U as the test platform, which loads hardware components and
software to demonstrate the integration of security functions and virtualized infrastructure.

4.1. Hardware Architecture
The four-node server QuantaPlex T42S-2U is utilized as the testbed to prove the availability of security features for QCT HCI architecture, as shown in Figure 2. Some hardware components are chosen to build the hyper-converged data center with the security functions operated, as shown in Table 1.

Figure 2. QuantaPlex T42S-2U Server.
Table 1. Testbed configuration.
Item

Model

Quantity/Per node

Quantity/Per server

CPU
Memory
SSD
HDD
Boot device
TPM
SAS Mezz.

Intel Xeon Gold 5120
DDR4 2666MHz 32GB
SATA SSD 1.92TB
SAS 1.8TB
M.2 240GB
Intel TPM module
Quanta 3008A

2
8
1
5
1
1
1

8
32
4
20
4
4
4

4.2. Software Architecture
The software suite adopted in the solution includes the VMware vSphere, vSAN, and NSX that respectively
cover the virtualization of data center, storage, and network. The security functions are enabled via the software. The security functions at the host level target on ESXi and server node; the security functions at data
level target on virtual machine (VM); the security functions at network level target on data center traffic. The
adopted software suite is shown in Table 2.
Table 2. Software configuration.
Software

Version

License Edition

VMware vSphere®
Per node ESXi™ hypervisor
VMware vSAN™
VMware NSX®
vCenter Server® Appliance

6.7
6.7
6.6
6.4.2
6.7

Enterprise Plus
Enterprise Plus
Enterprise
Enterprise Plus
Standard
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4.3. Solution Validation
vSAN ReadyNode™ is a program created by VMware® to verify the compatibility between server platform and
VMware-developed software and to guarantee the performance and stability of a solution. All the details of a
solution, including hardware components, firmware and driver, and software stack should be strictly examined
to meet the rigorous requirements. To pass vSAN ReadyNode™ certification, QCT made lots of efforts in certification validation of QCT HCI Solutions from assessing the feature of different server models, processing many
phases of standardized validations, selecting components, configuring settings in different scenarios, and optimizing performance. By passing this certification, the HCI solutions are proven to be reliable. QCT HCI Solutions, including QxStack vSAN ReadyNode Series, QxStack powered by VMware Cloud Foundation, and QxVDI
Series, strictly pass vSAN ReadyNode certification. Customers can find QCT HCI Solutions on VMware Compatibility Guide.

Table 3. QCT HCI Solutions with vSAN ReadyNode certification.
vSAN ReadyNode™ Details
Model: HY4 -QCT-QuantaPlex T42S-2U
Profile: HY-4 Series
Type: Hybrid
Partner Name: Quanta Computer Inc
Generation: Gen3 - Xeon Scalable
Components

Details

Quantity

SKU

QuantaPlex T42S-2U_HY4

System

Model: QuantaPlex T42S-2U
System Type: Rackmount

4

CPU

Intel® Xeon® Silver 4110 Processor (8core, 11M Cache, 2.10 GHz, 85 W)

8

Memory

32GB 2666MHz DDR4 RDIMM

32

Caching Tier

Model: Intel® SSD DC S4600 Series SSDSC2KG960G7(960GB,2.5”) (OR) Samsung SATA SSD SM863a Series MZ7KM960HMJP-00005 (960GB, 2.5-inch)
Partner Name: Intel
Device Type: SATA
Capacity: 960 GB
Performance Class: Class E: 30,000-100,000 writes per second
TBW Endurance Class: Endurance Class C >=3650 TBW

4

Capacity Tier

Model: Seagate ST1800MM0018 (1800GB, 2.5-inch) (OR) HUC101818CS4200
Partner Name: Seagate
Device Type: SAS
Capacity: 1800 GB

20

Controller

Model: Quanta 3008A
Queue Depth: 2936

4

NIC

Model: ON 10GbE 82599ES

4

Boot Device

Model: M.2

4
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5. Solution Scenario
This section describes the data center security in different scenarios, including host level, data level, and network level.

5.1. Host Protection
The weaknesses on system software such as the system controlled by a malicious root kit and the unauthorized modification of the boot kernel can compromise the hosts and put the cloud at risks. To prevent the boot
process from tampering and deter the operation of untrusted code, the Secure Boot protocol and the TPM
microchip are implemented in QCT HCI Solutions to assure that the hypervisor is well protected.

5.1.1. Secure Boot in UEFI
The Unified Extensible Firmware Interface (UEFI) is a specification created by UEFI consortium to standardize
an interface between operating system and firmware, and it is also a replacement for the BIOS. The Secure
Boot is a protocol of the UEFI designed to ensure that the system’s boot loader will not be tampered by comparing its digital signature against a digital certificate stored in the UEFI firmware. The digital signature is embedded with the boot loader and is chained to the certificate in the UEFI firmware. To form the first defense of
host’s system boot, any unauthorized alter of boot loader will change the digital signature and the Secure Boot
will discover the mismatch between signature and certificate, and further forbid booting.
ESXi is composed of the elements such as boot loader, vmkboot, vm kernel, Secure Boot verifier, and vSphere
installation bundles (VIB). The following sequence will describe how the ESXi boot process is protected by Secure Boot, and the illustration is shown in Figure 3.
1. When the host powers on and boots the ESXi, the hardware will first load the UEFI.
2. The UEFI verifies the boot loader’s digital signature against the digital certificate in which the digital certificate is stored in the firmware provided by vendors.
3. The boot loader loads the vmkboot. The VMware public key is stored in vmkboot.
4. The vm kernel is signed using the VMware private key and the boot loader verifies the kernel with the public
key.
5. The kernel runs Secure Boot verifier. The VMware public key is stored in the Secure Boot verifier.
6. The Secure Boot verifier validates all the VIBs’ digital signature, which is chained to the key in the Secure
Boot verifier.
7. The ESXi management applications such as daemon and DCUI begin to run after all the validation processes
are finished.
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Figure 3. Process of host boot.

To protect ESXi booting using Secure Boot, the following prerequisites are needed:





The Secure Boot is enabled in UEFI.
The VIBs are signed with at least “partnersupported” VMware acceptance level.
The hardware supports UEFI Secure Boot.

Administrators can enable the Secure Boot in the BIOS, as shown in Figure 4.

Figure 4. Enablement of Secure Boot on a host.
Copyright© 2018-2019 Quanta Cloud Technology Inc.
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The VIB is an important ESXi software package that ESXi file system is built upon. VMware defines four “acceptance level” for VIBs and ESXi hosts for verification standard. The acceptance level of VIBs cannot be
changed but the hosts’ acceptance level can be altered. VIBs’ acceptance level has to reach at least the same
level as hosts’ acceptance level so that VIBs can be installed. The four certified levels defined by VMware are
listed below:


VMwareCertified: VIBs need to be thoroughly tested and certified by VMware. This is the most rigorous
certification standard;



VMwareAccepted: VIBs are tested by partners and the results need to be verified by VMware;



PartnerSupported: VIBs are tested by the partners that VMware trusts in. The partners’ test results do
not need to be verified by VMware;



CommunitySupported: VIBs are created by individuals or organizations that are not VMware’s partner
and the VIBs do not need to be validated by VMware.

Typically, the protection of Secure Boot is to prevent the use of unsigned VIB. If the unsigned VIBs are inserted
into the ESXi installed on the server, the Secure Boot can halt the boot of this ESXi to stop the operation of unsigned VIBs. The purple screen of death (PSOD) triggered by Secure Boot is shown in Figure 5.

Figure 5. PSOD of ESXi triggered by Secure Boot.

The Secure Boot can also halt the installation of unsigned VIB and the change of VIB acceptance level on the
installed ESXi. An example of “community-supported” VIB installation with Secure Boot enabled is shown in
Figure 6. The installation of unsigned VIB and the change of acceptance level on the host halted by Secure Boot
can protect the host from unknown codes and changes.
Copyright© 2018-2019 Quanta Cloud Technology Inc.
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Figure 6. Halt of unsigned VIB installation and change of host’s acceptance level.

In conclusion, the Secure Boot function provides ESXi a firmware-level boot verification and forms a basic
check on the system. The advantages of implementing Secure Boot include:




Assuring that the hypervisor only boots with a signed boot loader validated by the firmware.
Verifying if VIBs match the VMware digital certificate.
Preventing the unauthorized VIBs installation after the boot.

5.1.2. Trusted Platform Module
Trusted Platform Module (TPM)2 is a microchip that can securely store values such as measurements, certificates, or encryption keys to authenticate the platform. It can also be utilized to digitally sign content and store
platform information to ensure that the system is trustworthy without any unauthorized modification. To form
a second defense for the ESXi, TPM can verify if the ESXi boot process is validated by Secure Boot. By combining Secure Boot and TPM, customers can get multiple layers of protection on ESXi boot process.
Before adopting TPM, customers need to prepare an ESXi version with TPM support. ESXi 6.7 with TPM version
2.0 support is adopted in this reference architecture. The measurements stored in TPM will be compared with
what ESXi submits by vCenter.
During the boot of ESXi host with Secure Boot and TPM enabled, ESXi will be verified by Secure Boot (as mentioned in section 5.1.1). The component, vmkboot, within the boot loader will input the hash values of modules and settings into TPM chip. After the host completes the boot, vCenter compares the hash values in TPM
against the hash values and metadata in ESXi logs, and eventually determines if the attestation passes or fails,
as shown in Figure 7.

2

Trusted Platform Module is an optional component in QCT’s solutions, QxStack vSAN ReadyNode Series, QxStack powered by VMware Cloud Foundation, and QxVDI Series.
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Figure 7. Host’s boot process with TPM.

To utilize the TPM chip, the chip is enabled in the BIOS so that the TPM can be detected and operate normally,
as shown in Figures 8 and 9.

Figure 8. Enablement of TPM device in BIOS.
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Figure 9. Discovery of TPM 2.0 device in BIOS.

After the TPM chip on the server node is activated and ESXi boot is finished, the vCenter Server will display if
the attestation of the ESXi host is passed. If the host’s attestation is failed, the alarm will appear to inform administrators. In this example, the Secure Boot is disabled on a host which makes the attestation failed, as
shown in Figure 10.

Figure 10. ESXi attestation results shown in vCenter.

In conclusion, TPM offers a mechanism to assure that ESXi is booted with Secure Boot turned on. With the
combination of firmware Secure Boot function and TPM microchip, a root of trust can be started on every
node in a data center which not only achieves foundational security on hosts but also establishes effective security policies in the cloud.
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5.2. Data Protection
To prevent cloud data from hijack during migration and support Windows in-guest protection features, the VM
encryption, vSAN encryption, virtual TPM, VM Secure Boot, and encrypted vMotion are good methods to avoid
data from leaking. By adopting these methods, QCT HCI Solutions can provide strong encryption for the valuable data in the cloud.

5.2.1. Protection on Virtual Machine
VM Encryption
Traditionally, the encryption solutions commonly used by enterprises are in-guest and infra-based solutions,
such as guest encryption, Self-Encrypting Drives (SED), Host Bus Adapter (HBA) encryption, and switch encryption. The challenges of these solutions are:





Inconsistency of cross-platform encryption policy.
Data exposure before entering the encryption medium.
Complexity of configuring physical host.
Difficulty in migrating the data between datastores and hosts.

The VM encryption is a data protection method which enforces the encryption on VM files and the mechanism
involves three components, Key Management Server (KMS), Key Encryption Key (KEK), and Data Encryption
Key (DEK). KMS manages and distributes encryption keys according to hosts’ demands; KEK is an AES-256-bit
key provided by KMS and utilized by hosts to encrypt the DEKs; DEK is also an AES-256-bit key created by hosts
and used to encrypt VMs.
While performing the VM encryption, an ESXi host demands the encryption key from vCenter. The vCenter
then demands a KEK from the KMS and passes to the ESXi host. The ESXi host generates DEK to encrypt the
VM and their disks, and then encrypt the DEK with KEK from vCenter. To reach solid workload protection, the
VM encryption utilizes AES-256-bit key which has high strength to protect VMs from hacking. The VM encryption process in the QCT HCI solution is detailed in Figure 11.
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Figure 11. Detailed encryption process of a VM.

Traditional encryptions such as HBA, SED, and in-guest encryption usually focus on specified scenarios or devices, which is lack of consistency and effective authentication. VM encryption is executed on ESXi in the form
of software code. The two principles, assurance and attestation, are applied on the encryption in QCT HCI solutions. The assurance promises only the validated code is executed during the encryption tasks. In this case,
ESXi hypervisor is verified by the Secure Boot to assure that ESXi is legal to run. The attestation is a method
utilized to evaluate the assurance. TPM devices and vCenter Server operate together to validate the assurance
and to prove that the ESXi and TPM are not compromised. With the two foundations, the VM encryption can
secure services in the cloud effectively and consistently.
The five advantages of VM encryption are listed below.

VM encryption is OS-agnostic at the VM level which can solve cross-platform issue.

The encryption happening directly on VMs in the hypervisor can prevent VM data from exposing to risks.

VM encryption is a software function. Administrators do not need to configure hosts’ settings.

The encrypted VMs can be easily migrated among the hosts in a data center.

The AES-256-bit encryption key is utilized to protect VMs which is unpractical to hack.
With VM encryption enabled in QCT HCI Solutions, customers’ VMs are sure to be solidly protected.
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Virtual TPM
Virtual TPM (vTPM) is another virtual device implemented in QCT HCI Solutions which can enhance the guest
operation systems such as Window 10 or Windows server 2016 at security level. vTPM performs equivalent
functions as a physical TPM device but the difference is that vTPM performs cryptographic processing capabilities in software and allows Windows OS to write the measurements such as boot values or credentials into
vTPM for specified use cases.
vTPM exists as a VM hardware device and can be added or removed on demand. When a vTPM device is added, an Endorsement Key by default provides the vTPM a unique identity. Unlike traditional hardware TPM storing the values securely in the “non-volatile secure storage” component, vTPM stores data in a Non-Volatile
RAM (NVRAM) file instead. NVRAM file is encrypted by the industry standard AES-256-bit encryption which
can create a tamper-resistant storage for data. The benefits of adopting vTPM are listed as follows.
1.

With the utilization of vTPM, Windows 10 and Windows Server 2016 guest operating systems in the virtual machines can be enabled to perform authentications on advanced security features such as the
smart card, BitLocker encryption, and boot measurement.

2.

vTPM can solve the complexity in migrating VMs between hosts. If VMs use physical TPM to store data,
the TPM data migration between hosts will need additional tools and operations to move data to another
TPM securely, which consumes more time and efforts for administrators. However, a vTPM existing in
“file” formation can be migrated within VMs to other hosts via a few clicks which provides great portability.

3.

vTPM solves the storage space issue of physical TPM because the non-volatile secure storage, the place
where a physical TPM stores data is measured in only kilobytes, is not suitable for a large number of VMs
to store measurements. However, each VM can store data in its own vTPM to solve the space issue.

4.

Physical TPM is a slow hardware serial device. VMs will need to adopt a tool to perform API calls and execute crypto operations when a physical TPM is adopted. However, vTPM is in a software form which can
be added to each individual VM and therefore solves performance and automation problems.

5.

The certificates in the vTPM can be changed simply by replacing files issued by other certificate authority,
which brings management flexibility and convenience for administrators, as shown in Figure 12.
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Figure 12. vTPM device and replaceable certificates.

6.

The physical TPM can be removed by anyone who can access to the server. However, a vTPM exists in
software formation. Administrators can restrict management permissions and prevents the removal of
vTPM.

7.

The use of vTPM requires the enablement of VM encryption. Therefore, the data in NVRAM file of the
vTPM can be secured.

In conclusion, with the adoption of QCT HCI solutions, vTPM enables the advanced security features for Windows 10 and Windows Server 2016 VMs which allows administrators to manage vTPM-related operations easily. This is what traditional datacenter or other solutions fail to achieve.
Virtual Machine Secure Boot
As mentioned in section 5.1.1 above, the Secure Boot implemented in QCT HCI Solutions is able to provide a
validation for boot process in a virtual machine which is equivalent to the Secure Boot function on physical
machines. In the OS that supports Secure Boot, the boot software, including kernel, bootloader, and drivers
are signed. Some default certificates are included in the virtual machines such as a Microsoft (MS) certificate
for booting Windows OS, a MS certificate for third-party software, a VMware certificate for nested ESXi, and a
MS key exchange certificate for authenticating demands to alter the Secure Boot configuration.
The enablement of the Secure Boot is simplified in the boot options in each individual virtual machine’s setting
page and the EFI firmware should be chosen for operating Secure Boot, as shown in Figure 13.
Copyright© 2018-2019 Quanta Cloud Technology Inc.
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Figure 13. Enablement of Secure Boot for a VM.

The Secure Boot adopted in virtual machines allows the guest OS’ boot process to be validated by UEFI Secure
Boot for each VM; thus, the possible tampering from malicious software can be prevented and this is what
other platforms’ VM could never achieve. With the integration of UEFI Secure Boot and VM, the OS that typically supports Secure Boot such as Windows, Windows Server, Ubuntu, Centos, RHEL, VMware Photon, and
ESXi can now utilize Secure Boot in a per-VM basis and therefore form a fundamental protection for the services in the QCT HCI Solutions.

5.2.2. Encryption on shared storage
Both individual VM files and data in hyper-converged storage need to be protected in QCT HCI Solutions. To
achieve the anti-steal demand, QCT HCI Solutions adopt VMware vSAN encryption. When the encryption is
enabled, all the data in the vSAN datastore will be protected via AES-256-bit algorithm.
Enabling the vSAN encryption involves the use of KMS. While performing the vSAN encryption, the vCenter
Server asks AES-256-bit KEK from KMS and passes KEKs to ESXi hosts. The ESXi hosts generates DEK for each
disk to encrypt data. The KEKs are used to encrypt the DEKs and then ESXi hosts keep the encrypted DEKs on
disks, as shown in Figure 14.
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Figure 14. Detailed encryption process of data in vSAN storage.

1.

vSAN encryption is a powerful encryption for the data in each disk. The encryption which utilizes the AES256-bit algorithm is practically difficult to be hacked.

2.

vSAN encryption can be executed on any drives certified by VMware without considering hardware
brands. No other devices are required due to the pure software characteristic of vSAN encryption.

3.

Because vSAN encryption are embedded into ESXi, there is no compatibility issue between hosts and
vSAN encryption. Therefore, cloud features of vSphere such as vMotion, High Availability (HA), and Distributed Resource Scheduler (DRS) will operate normally when vSAN encryption is enabled.

4.

A KMS is required for the encryption and vSAN encryption supports third-party KMS which utilizes KMIP1.1 to form a complete Cryptosystem.

5.

Traditionally, the security solution such as Host Bus Adapter requires configuration on each host. vSAN
encryption is relatively easy to be enabled via merely a few clicks. This greatly reduce time and efforts for
administrators, as shown in Figure 15.
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Figure 15. Enablement of vSAN encryption.

In conclusion, with the help of vSAN encryption, QCT HCI Solutions establish a native and secure shared storage in cloud with overall data-at-rest protection. The data leakage on storage will not be a concern.

5.2.3. Migration with a secured way
The migration of VMs between hosts could be a vulnerability of data protection. If malicious snooping behavior occurs in the network part, sensitive data of VM could be altered, and the existing cloud protection will be
in vain.
To secure the migration of VMs, the hypervisor adopted in QCT HCI Solutions encrypts all the vMotion traffic.
Both the vMotion metadata and the TCP payload of the packet are protected by the Advanced Encryption Standard (AES) algorithm. The method of securing vMotion traffic does not utilize traditional Internet Protocol Security (IPsec) or Secure Sockets Layer (SSL) protocols since SSL implements the encryption and decryption across hosts’ kernel and user spaces which cause intensive and unnecessary impact on
performance. Also, the hosts support IPsec only for IPv6 traffic and the usability of vMotion is limited. However, vMotion Encryption uses a custom-encrypted protocol on top of the TCP layer formed by vmkernel crypto
library and AES-GCM algorithm in ESXi.
Once the encrypted vMotion function is enabled, vCenter generates a one-time use 256-bit key and a 64-bit
nonce, and delivers both data to source and destination hosts for encryption and decryption. The hosts use the
key to connect to each other over the transmission network. Once the vMotion transmission terminates, the
one-time key will be abandoned, as shown in Figure 16.
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Figure 16. Detailed process of encrypted vMotion.

To enable the encryption on VM’s migration, configurations can be set on virtual machines with options such
as “required” or “opportunistic.” In the “required” mode, both source and destination hosts must use encrypted vMotion. If one of the hosts does not support the encrypted vMotion, the transmission will not be allowed.
In the “opportunistic” mode, when either source host or destination host supports the encrypted vMotion,
both hosts will use the regular vMotion without encryption. The encrypted vMotion can be configured and
enabled on a per-VM basis, as shown in Figure 17.
By adopting vMotion encryption function, the migration of the virtual machines can be protected to deter data
leakage during data transmission and therefore establish a secured migration environment in a data center.
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Figure 17. Enablement options of encrypted vMotion.

In conclusion, the overall data protection methods in this section cover VM encryption, vSAN encryption, virtual TPM, VM Secure Boot, and encrypted vMotion. All these functions are virtualized, kernel-embedded, and
solid to provide native safety and prevent cloud data from data-theft or malicious alters. On top of that, all the
security functions are centralized and can be managed in a single UI. These benefits make the security control
of QCT HCI Solutions trustworthy and convincing.

5.3. Traffic Protection
Securing network traffic is always a main topic of data center security. Traditionally, enterprises implement
hardware firewalls or virtual firewalls to perform the traffic monitoring which are difficult to bring a complete
security for the cloud. To conquer the defects of these traditional solutions and fulfill zero trust protection on
each individual virtual service, the software-defined network functions from VMware NSX are utilized in QCT
HCI Solutions to provide security on data center traffic.

5.3.1. North-South firewall
The cloud data center always needs overall security to manage any inbound and outbound traffic; however,
classic solutions involve multiple hardware devices such as firewalls and routers. These sprawling devices bring
challenges not only on management but integration.
The edge firewall is implemented in QCT HCI Solutions to protect the cloud. The edge firewall acts as a gateway to communicate between a data center and an outside network. It exists in the form factor of virtual appliance. All the inbound and outbound traffic in the data center must pass it, as shown in Figure 18. The edge
firewall provides embedded network features such as stateful firewall, Network Address Translation (NAT),
and Virtual Private Network (VPN) functionality.
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Figure 18. Edge firewall designed to filter ingress and egress traffic.

Stateful Firewall
Built within the virtual appliance, the edge firewall is a stateful firewall which performs stateful network packet inspection and monitors the state of connections. The operation process applies firewall rules which can
either allow or deny the north and south network traffic to be connected in a data center. The rules can be
established based on source and destination objects like clusters, IP sets, vNIC groups, and so on. The rules are
set on services such as HTTP, DHCP, and Active Directory. The specific protocols and network ports are chosen
when the rules are set up to provide precise filtering.
When the access requests from the external network reach the edge firewall, the firewall compares the traffic
with the rules to determine if the connection is legal, and thus allows or disallows the requests. With the utilization of firewall, customers can centralize the management and design north-south traffic filtering to secure
data center, as shown in Figures 19 and 20.
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Figure 19. Firewall rules established in edge appliances management tablet.

Figure 20. Edge firewall filtering on the connections with specified rules.
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Network Address Translation (NAT)
The edge firewall integrates the Network Address Translation (NAT) technique, which remaps IP address space
between private IP and public IP by altering network address information in the IP header of packets. The NAT
rules can be applied to either source or destination IP addresses. Protocols can also be set specifically with
rules to protect intranet information from possible attack from external network, as shown in Figure 21.

Figure 21. Embedded NAT function in the edge appliance.

Virtual Private Network (VPN)
Virtual Private Network (VPN) is the extension of a private network across a public network. It is integrated
into the edge as a built-in function. The encryption method of the VPN traffic matches industrial standards
such as SSL, AES, DES, and SHA. Three different types of VPN are adaptable to diverse use cases: (1) IPsec VPN
is for site-to-site connection, (2) L2 VPN is for stretching multiple layer-2 networks regardless of geo-locations,
and (3) SSL VPN-plus is for the access to private network for remote users. All the three types of VPN are available in an edge appliance, providing solid traffic protection and built-in VPN function for private networks. The
VPN service can be configured on the dashboard of edge appliance, as shown in Figure 22.
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Figure 22. VPN functions in the management tablet of edge appliance.

In conclusion, the north-south firewall functions in NSX allows the traditional N-S traffic to offload to edge virtual appliance, providing the integration of vital features and optimizing the security of network topology of
gateway.

5.3.2. East-West Firewall
Typical firewall hardware brings challenges to the services in a cloud such as fixed and sprawling rules, traffic
trombone, and lack of judgement of encapsulated traffic. These disadvantages prevent cloud services’ traffic
control from being optimized because these typical designs are out-of-date and are not suitable for modern
cloud environment.
To thoroughly and flexibly protect all the services in the data center, the distributed firewall is implemented in
QCT HCI Solutions. The distributed firewall is a kernel-embedded firewall which has full compatibility with the
hypervisor and can be applied to virtual machines’ virtual network interface card to perform traffic filtering, as
shown in Figure 23. The traffic can be checked inside the hypervisor so that the firewall capacity can be extended by simply increasing the number of ESXi hosts. Since the firewall rules are distributed to each host, the
filtering performance can reach the line rate and the traffic routes can be optimized as well.
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Figure 23. Architecture of distributed firewall rules for VMs.

Stateful firewall
The native distributed firewall is a stateful firewall and the filtering action is based on diverse options like IP,
port, and protocols. The firewall rules can be applied to different objects such as IP sets, logical switch, resource pool, and clusters. The rules are stored in the database, the configurations can be set in centralized user interface, and the VM’s vNIC is updated with the rules regardless of VMs’ location, as shown in Figures 24 to
26. In this way, administrators can save lots of efforts in reconfiguring firewall rules since the rules are distributed among all the hosts to enforce traffic filtering on each vNIC.
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Figure 24. Firewall rules assigned to different objects.

Figure 25. Firewall rules configured on Layer 2 network.

Figure 26. Firewall rules configured on Layer 3 network.
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Context-Aware Firewall
The context-aware layer-7 rules can analyze the contents of packets and execute the filtering on application
behaviors such as blocking HTTP demands even when the port number is changed. Thus, the accuracy of security control can be greatly improved. The example of context-aware services is shown in Figure 27.

Figure 27. Rules of context-aware firewall configured on applications.

Identity Firewall
This firewall can create user-based distributed firewall rules based on Active Directory (AD). With the integration of AD and the distributed firewall, the distributed firewall rules can be applied to AD users or AD groups,
which allow a data center to filter the logon activity based on users’ identity. There are two ways to achieve
the detection of logon. One is via Guest Introspection and the other is through the AD Event Log Scraper. The
first method utilizes guest agent which is installed in the target VM. When the logon event is triggered by a
user, the agent transmits the information to the NSX manager. The second method utilizes existing or newlycreated AD service. NSX manager is connected to the AD event log for the logon information. Once the logon
event happens, the manager will acquire the events from the log. To precisely filter the identity, administrators can select the users in the AD and create a Security Groups to enforce security policies and firewall rules
on the specific security groups.
The identity firewall can be solidly integrated with remote desktop sessions (RDS) to enhance the login security
on the session of vital MS Windows remote desktops. The AD users are selected into security groups and the
security groups are configured to the distributed firewall to precisely filter the identity on any specified desktop, as shown in Figures 28-30.
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Figure 28. Selection of members for security group.

Figure 29. Created security group with specified AD users.
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Figure 30. Identity firewall rule based on AD user groups.

With the combination of the stateful, context-aware, and identity firewalls, accurate and inescapable traffic
filtering can be executed on specific network layers, virtual machines, and applications according to enterprises’ policies.
In conclusion, the network traffic can be offloaded from traditional firewall to logical formation, which brings
optimized and precise filtering for network connections. With the utilization of N-S and E-W firewalls, integrated perimeter services, micro-segmentation, and zero-trust protection in a cloud can be implemented. Additionally, with the centralized management and integration, customers can highly minimize the Capital Expenditure (CapEx). These advantages can conquer what traditional firewall could barely achieve and form an ideal
software-defined data center in QCT HCI Solutions.
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6. Conclusion
Nowadays, more and more devices are connected to the internet. The threats of cyberattacks are relatively
increased. Enterprises have no choice but to take actions and transform their data centers to proactively manage these potential risks. To strengthen the protection of data centers in different scenarios, QCT HCI Solutions
integrate the industry-leading software, including VMware vSphere®, VMware vSANTM, and VMware NSX® to
the high-performance server, and provide customers strictly-validated and native-protected data center.
Conventionally, it is common for administrators to spend weeks or even months researching and struggling
against the compatibility issues to deploy a new system. By adopting QCT HCI Solutions validated by QCT and
VMware®, customers can highly minimize their time and expense in designing architectures, implementing
security functions, and configuring rules so as to reduce the overall Total Cost of Ownership (TCO). On the other hand, customers can rest assured that the solution is reliable and can completely focus on strategic and
productive tasks. With the knowledge of QCT, customers can leverage the collective achievement and follow a
simplified path to an assured data center.
Just click http://go.qct.io/contact/contact-qct-solutions/ to contact QCT. Your data center will be well protected right away!
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